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Disney's Jungle Book couldn't achieve what a book by a relatively obscure Tibetan author could do - get me to read Kipling - just because he set his world in the world of Kim and made it look so enticing. Discovering interconnected links between authors (for example Agatha Christie and Erle Stanley Gardner praised each other) gives me the slight thrill one gets on discovering that two seemingly unconnected friends one knows from different sources actually know and say good things about each other! For those of us loving books, we naturally have a heightened sense of awareness when it comes to, 'What do I read next?' For whatever reason, books have a way of finding us versus the other way around. Avinash Hiremath.

- Choice between right and wrong
- Choice between a choice between right and wrong
- Choice between
- There is a buffet breakfast and a wide choice of main courses at dinner, plus a salad buffet.
- The Brewhouse Theatre offers year-round entertainment and a wide choice of restaurants make your mouth water.
- Mature students will enjoy a wider choice of courses.
- Anyone concerned with selecting a class book for teaching a language will face a wider choice of texts.
- Where, outside of London, could you find a wider choice?
- Shop around brokers for a wider choice.
- Multiple-choice (MC) questions are ubiquitous in education. Whether it be a formative assessment to begin a lesson or an end of year exam, MC questions are commonplace. Just last week, my wife and I met with my son's 1st grade teacher and she discussed how his class would be looking at MC questions and how to properly read, decode, and answer them. Complex multiple-choice (CMC) questions are becoming more popular in education because they appear to more deeply assess learning and require more thought. A typical MC question has one stem and three to five primary responses. A CMC has a stem and primary responses, but then also includes secondary choices that may include options of none (or all) of the above, A and B, B and D, A and B, but not C, etc.